
■Approximate throw distance/picture size（aspect ratio 16:9）

■Option

■Cables

■External dimensions
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*Caution: please consult the instruction manual to ensure safe and proper operation of the product.
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Approximate throw distances shown above were calculated on lens design 
specifications. Please note that up to 5% deviation may result due to lens variations. 

 

Safety Precautions
* Do not install the LCD projector in areas exposed to water, humidity,dust, oil or smoke or in close proximity to heat sources. Make sure the heat vents are not blocked. 

    Fire, electrical shock or unit malfunction may result if the above precautions are neglected. 
* Do not block the heat vents as fire, electrical shock or unit malfunction may result.
* Do not look through the lens while projecting as damage to the eyes could result. Take special care when children are close by.
* Do not look at the laser beam coming out of the remote control unit or direct the laser beam toward a person. Direct contact with the laser beam may cause damage to the eyes.

Remarks
* Spare LCD projector parts are kept in stock at least for eight years after the product is discontinued.
* LCD panel manufacturing requires extremely high-precision technology with pixels having a 99.99% quality control rating. 

    However, there does exist a 0.01% or smaller possibility of dead pixels or constantly lit pixels.
* Please note that product colors in the brochure may differ slightly from those of actual products. 
* All screen pictures in the catalog are simulated. 
* All company and product names are the trademarks or registered trademarks of respective owners. 
* Product appearance and specifications subject to change without notice. 
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POA-CHS-US01 POA-CHB-Z1 Installtion example
Low ceiling metal fitting Z1 Bracket Assembly

Model number

POA-CA-COMP10

KA-VC-10

KA-VC-5

KA-VC-S10
POA-CA-SCART

Products name

Compornent  cable

Video cable

S-Video cable
SCART-VGA cable

 

POA-CA-COMP10

Cable length

       10m

       10m

         5m

       10m

         2m

PLV-Z1BL

  

Micro Portable 
Multimedia  LCD Projector

 
MULTIMEDIA PROJECTOR

PLV-Z1

PLV-Z1BL

H1：H2＝10：0～0：10 W1：W2＝7.5：2.5～2.5：7.5
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aspect ratio 16:9 

Screen size(inches)

Screen size(inches)

aspect ratio 4:3 

Zoom(min)

Zoom(max)

Zoom(min)

Zoom(max)

(unit :mm)

PLV-Z1   PLV-Z1BL

F2.03 to F2.34, f= 21.2 to25.4mm, 1x to 1.2x manual zoom and focus

Three 0.7-inch panels, 16:9 aspect ratio

Polysilicon TFT active matrix

964x 544 dots

1,573,248 (524,416 x 3) 

Stripes

130W UHP lamp

Adjustable from 30 to 200 inches

700 ANSI lumens

From 1.1m to 6.0m

800:1

 90%

Model number

LCD panel system

Optical system

Panel size

Panel type

Panel resolution 

Number of pixels 

Pixel arrangement

Projection lens

Projection lamp 

Uniformity

Contrast ratio

Fan noise

Scanning frequency

Screen size

Throw distance 

Picture brightness 

H sync: 15-80kHz, V sync 50-100Hz

28dBA(at THEATER Black mode)

Three 0.7 (1.78cm) TFT active matrix type panels

Dichroic mirror separation/prism

 ●Analog RGB (mini D-sub 15-pin)  

PAL, SECAM, NTSC, NTSC 4.43, PAL-M, PAL-N

●Compornent video (Y-Pb/Cb-Pr/Cr) ●S-Video ●Composite video

5 to 35
｡
C

100-240V AC, 50/60Hz auto voltage selection

333 x 108.5 x 246.5mm

3.4kg

210W(with Bright mode) 180W(with THEATER Black mode)

Dot clock

Color systems 

Computer inputs

Video inputs

Dimensions (W x H x D) 

Net weight

Standard accessories 

Operating environment

Rated power supply

Power consumption 

●AC power cord (2m) ●Wireless  Remote control unit  ●Video cable (3m)

100MHz or less

■Specifications

*Specifications subject to  change  without  notice.



SANYO's brand new LCD projector Z1 puts true home theater enjoyment 

within easy reach. The 16 : 9 wide screen viewing aspect makes what you

watch more dynamic while the high-resolution and beauty of the projected 

images are simply stunning. The advanced technology required for 

this extraordinary image quality can be found in every part of 

this projector -- the LCD panel with 1.57 million pixel resolution, 

exceptionally high contrast and many more sophisticated features. 

Usinga short focal length lens also offers more flexible setup options and the

 user-friendly design keeps it all easy to operate. Also notable is the stylish 

design which makes the  Z1 a very attractive element of the decor. 

SANYO Z1 -- it's the projector that you've been waiting for. 

High-definition projection on a 

16 : 9 wide screen offers authentic movie 

theater enjoyment at home!  

High-definition projection on a 

16 : 9 wide screen offers authentic movie 

theater enjoyment at home!  



Ultra  Portable 
Multimedia LCD Projector

PLV-Z1
PLV-Z1BL

Wide LCD panel with high 
1.57 million pixel resolution

800 : 1 super high contrast for 
sharp blacks

High-definition 16:9 wide screen. Easy setup for instant enjoyment. Wide-screen home theater enjoyment

regardless of installation conditions.
 

Digital keystone correction 

Z1's high-contrast optical system delivers 
an extremely high 800-to-1 contrast that 
produces an extraordinarily sharp and vivid 
reproduction from the brilliant pure white 
of snow to the true black of total darkness.   

Auto flesh tone circuit for more 
natural flesh color reproduction

The circuit automatically detects and 
extracts the flesh color portion (including 
approximate colors) from the projection 
source images. Flesh color therefore 
appears much more natural while there is 
no interference with other color portions. 

User-controllable 10-bit digital 
gamma correction 

Standard mode offers the flattest 
characteristics while Cinema mode is 
optimized for movies and Real mode 
for computer graphics. In addition, 
there are four remote controllable user-
settable gamma correction preset modes 
to suit viewing preferences and screen 
conditions.

4-step color temperature selection

Color temperatures can be adjusted in 
four steps depending on program source 
to maximize viewing pleasure.

Brightness selection

Two modes are provided for optimizing 
screen brightness to suit the input source 
and viewing preferences. Bright mode is 
recommended for conventional movie 
enjoyment in a living room and Theater 
Black mode is perfect for a home theater 
environment in low-light conditions. 
Easy setup for instant enjoyment.

Auto grayscale circuit for 
improved shading and gradation 
reproduction

As this function is activated, contrast 
automatically adjusts to best suit the 
input source, improving  gradations and 
producing pictures that are sharper as 
well as more solid.

3D digital color uniformity 
correction  circuit creates more 
natural-looking large-screen images

The 3D digital color uniformity correction 
circuit divides the LCD panel into 825 (33 
x 25) sectors. The uneven characteristic 
of liquid crystal light transmission is 
individually corrected for each sector. This 
process is performed precisely in three 
gradations of dark, normal and light for 
each R, G and B panel to result in a stable 
and uniform projection of images that are 
free from uneven color artifacts. 

Short focal length lens for 
enjoying100-inch wide screen
images even in small space

The built-in short focal length lens 
allows the picture to be projected on a 
100-inch screen measuring 2.2m wide 
and 1.2m high that can be positioned as 
close as 3m (approx.). This projector 
allows enjoying dynamic wide-screen 
home theater under ideal conditions 
regardless of the space. 

The Z1 is equipped with a component 
terminal (Y/Pb/Pr or Y/Cb/Cr), 
S-terminal and composite terminal to 
take advantage of multimedia sources.
In addition, a mini D-Sub 15-pin
terminal allows an analog RGB signal 
from a personal computer to be input. 

Vertical/horizontal lens shift  for 
easierprojection screen positioning  
with out picture quality degradation

Using the vertical/horizontal lens shift 
function allows you to precisely adjust 
projection screen position as easily as 
turning the dial specially shaped for 
easy recognition and fine adjustment. 
The projected image stays distortion-
free and without any quality degradation.

The newly developed compact, low-noise 
fan makes it possible to achieve a noise 
level of 28dBA, the lowest in its class, 
because it utilizes fan rotation linear 
control technology. The fan speed is 
automatically controlled by a built-in 
sensor which monitors the ambient 
temperature. Your home theater will 
never be noisy.

Illuminated multifunction
remote control for simplified 
operation even in the dark

While enjoying home theater entertainment 
in the dark or low-light conditions, the 
remote control function keys illuminate for 
convenient pre- and post-projector 
adjustments or fine adjustments during 
projection. The remote 
control offers one-touch 
selection of the input 
signal, image mode and 
screen mode, 
eliminating annoying 
menu selections. 

Extremely useful when the projector is 
positioned so that adjustment with the 
vertical shift range cannot compensate, 
the Digital Keystone Correction is 
capable of up to +/-20 degrees vertical 
adjustment. Projection of an undistorted 
rectangular image at the easiest-to-see 
position can be enjoyed. This feature 
will also increase setup options. 

1.2x manual zoom/focus

Convenient for fine adjustments, the 1.2x 
zoom/focus helps achieve optimal 
viewing conditions.  

Stylish design a plus for
projection as well as storage

Versatility ensures 
multimedia enjoyment

Low-noise 28dB design

The projector's smooth curves and 
attractive design suit any interior decor. A 
sliding door protects the lens when the 
projector in not in use. The body color is 
a classy black that suppresses light 
reflections during projection. 

High color purity optical system 
delivers vivid color reproduction

Part of the lamp output is dedicated to 
color reproduction, allowing only red, 
blue and green primary colors to be 
projected and eliminating RGB mixed 
light portions. You can easily see the 
difference with the impressively pure 
colors that show just what high-quality 
DVD software is capable of. 

One-screen shift up and down

1/4-screen shift left and right
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The Z1's wide display panel fully 
demonstrates the best qualities that 
DVD software can provide and projects it 
over the entire large screen. The LCD 
panel's exceptionally high definition of 
1.57 million pixels (effective pixels: 960 x 
540 dots) is virtually half of the HDTV 

signal resolution. An 
integer ratio used for 
compressed projection 
reduces noise.

16 : 9 wide LCD panel

Conventional SANYO model Z1's superior color reproduction

Conventional SANYO model Z1's superior color reproduction

Conventional SANYO model Z1's superior color reproduction 

* Often used function keys are luminous.

*1 Connects to models with video output only.
* The Z1 is equipped with one input each for video and RGB. When it is 
　desirable to connect more equipment, a commercially available AV 
　receiver or control unit and input selector are required. 
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